
4C Launches Multi-Screen Advertising Analytics to Help Brands Monitor and Optimize TV
Advertising In-Flight
First-to-market solution delivers unified data across TV ad occurrence, cost, household viewership and social engagement

Chicago – April 27, 2016 – Today, 4C (www.4Cinsights.com), a data science and media technology company, introduced its new Advertising
Analytics product designed to empower brands with in-flight campaign insights for TV ads. Armed with this intelligence, marketers can improve
target audience delivery and lower effective CPM rates.

4C Advertising Analytics makes the media planning process more comprehensive and speeds up the measurement process with multi-screen
media performance metrics. The SaaS offering is the only solution in the market that combines data from TV ad occurrences, cost, household
viewership and social engagement at scale.

Through 4C Advertising Analytics, marketers can discover the networks and programs that share audience affinity for their brands as well as
competitors. Once their campaigns are running they can use the product to verify that their ads are running in the right places, determine
which ads are resonating best with their target audience, and visualize the impact on brand engagement via social media. Furthermore, the 4C
solution offers deep competitive intelligence including creative performance and media plan analysis. As a result, marketers can understand
the true impact of their campaigns and optimize schedules accordingly.

“We’ve worked with 4C for more than a year and we are continually impressed by their ability to transform disparate data sets into valuable
insights," said Matt Spiegel, SVP/GM, Data & Technology Solutions at MediaLink. "4C Advertising Analytics follows this same blueprint by
bringing together several unique data sources to give marketers a detailed view into the performance of TV campaigns at a speed that allows
for action.”

4C Advertising Analytics is built on an infrastructure that ingests and harmonizes data from four key sources, turning them into actionable
outputs:

Television ad occurrence for delivery verification
TV cost to provide fiscal context
Household viewership for assessing tune-in  
Social engagement to measure brand resonance

Powering 4C Advertising Analytics is Teletrax, 4C’s proprietary TV monitoring network with 2100+ channels across 76 countries and 4C’s
proprietary social affinity database covering 1.5+ billion consumers on Facebook and Twitter.

“The release of Advertising Analytics represents an enormous milestone for 4C as we fuse social and TV data into a single, unified product,”
explained 4C CEO, Lance Neuhauser. “As a result, brands and their agencies will gain access to insights that have never been previously
available. This powerful ability to overlay rich data about TV viewing with social data enables a full understanding of media value from delivery
to the impact on consumer behavior.”

Advertising Analytics is available now as part of the 4C product suite alongside Content Analytics, Social Ads and TV Synced Ads. 4C’s
solutions are built on more than 30 years of computational science research by Founder and Chief Scientist, Dr. Alok Choudhary, at
prestigious institutions including Northwestern University. Its patented technology also leverages the Teletrax infrastructure and intellectual
property acquired through Civolution following its spin off from Royal Philips Electronics. Please visit www.4Cinsights.com/solutions for more
information. 

About 4C

4C is a global leader in data science and media technology with solutions for multi-screen convergence. Brands, agencies, and media owners
use 4C to improve effectiveness on TV, digital, social and mobile. The 4C product suite includes activation on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn,
Pinterest and Instagram as well as TV Synced Ads across display, search, social and video. The company also provides advertising and
content analytics leveraging its Teletrax global TV monitoring network and proprietary social affinity database. Founded in 2011 and based in
Chicago, 4C has staff in 17 worldwide locations across the United States, United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Germany, Hong Kong, India and
Singapore. Visit www.4Cinsights.com for more information.
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